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Seven Billion Humans—
Investing in Each Other’s Lives and World
How can the Human Unity Project transform our lives—
realizing consummate joy and goodness for all humans on Earth?
Over 48 years, I and above 1,000 fellow searchers have explored a broad diversity of humans
and cultures worldwide, yielding foundational anthropology, declarations of Human Unity
globally, and a protocol for saving over $1.5 trillion yearly. —Eugene Haggerty

“Ultimately, humanity is one.” —President Barack Obama
Having unveiled the stunning powers and benefits of universal human agreement and
compassionate, unbounded goodness, can we, at last, make all humans secure and whole?
In today’s highly troubled world, nothing is more desperately needed than a Human Unity of
Purpose—so all humans on Earth can live to the full security, wholeness, joy and goodness.
Consider the following:
1. We are all humans. This uniquely primal, universally obvious, empirically irrefutable fact of
our lives endures as the supreme practical foundation for all of our lives and environments.
2. Therefore, we agree that we are all humans, from every implicit to explicit level of our
consciousness.
3. It is our essential and universal agreement that enables us to build upon our innate
inheritance, creating the supremely practical, unprecedented paradigms for all our lives. It
is humans agreeing that finally ensures our unexampled trove of life beyond measure.
Untold forms of security, wholeness, joy, goodness and consummate realization lies before
us. Indeed, all 7 billion humans will in good time awaken to our plight. Example: we are free
to inquire, profoundly consider and discover: Humans killing each other exhibits the
ultimate fallacy. Thus, it is the ultimate scourge of our lives. Alien to our essential nature,
these killings are the primal and paradigmatic error goading us all into self-destruction.
4. Fundamentally, World Public Forum’s Human Unity Project is releasing unparalleled
practicality for unveiling, sensing and actualizing all of our deepest hopes and grandest
priorities. Concomitant to uniting all humans, the project generates integral relationships
globally for actualizing the highest aspirations of all of our institutions and myriad diverse
populations throughout the world. Effectively, the project performs singularly, via the
project’s inclusive and integral procedures, for synergizing, ensuring and realizing to the full
the newfound troves of opportunity for all individual and united humans and diversities.
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His Holiness the 14 Dalai Lama Eugene Haggerty

Maria Gerstley Eugene Haggerty Elisa Q. Yu Andrew E. Phuong

His Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama
Signer of the Declaration of Human Unity
“As human beings, we are all the same, there is no need
to build artificial barriers between us.” —HH the Dalai Lama

Eugene Arthur Haggerty
Founder of World Public Forum-Human Unity Project
“Ensuring the security and wholeness of all of our lives and environments on Earth”
“Consider what could be accomplished through the manifest fact
that all Tibetans and all Chinese are humans.”

Andrew Estrada Phuong
Founder of Universal Love and Peace
“Achieving humanity is one of the first steps toward maximizing the well being of our
communities. To cultivate a harmonious stream of prosperity, it would be wonderful if we could
come together and converse peacefully. With conversation and dialogue, we can learn to look
beyond the differences and understand the true nature amongst each other.”
Andrew Estrada Phuong and Elisa Q. Yu
Co-Presidents of Universal Love and Peace (ULAP)
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Signers of the Declaration of Human Unity
His Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama, Walter Cronkite, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, Javier Perez
de Cuellar, Giani Zail Singh, Arun Gandhi, Oscar Arias Sanchez, Luba Brezhnev, Fang Lizhi,
Tenzin N. Tethong, Lily Sui-fong Sun, Betty Williams, J.R. D. Tata, Hitoshi Ikezaki, Marisa de los
Andes, Norodom Ranarridh, Richard Leakey, Imam Medhi Khorasani, Inamullah Khan, Yuri Orlov,
Mochtar Lubis, Ramnath Goenka, Stevie Wonder, Robin Williams, Shirley MacLaine, Ravi Shankar,
Norman Cousins, Bill Joy—altogether nearly 1000 signers.

University of California (Berkeley) Signers
Andrew Estrada Phuong, Elisa Q. Yu, Eugene A. Haggerty, Americ Azevedo, Peter Hurtubise, Alison
Ryan, Gina Hwang, Maria Gerstley, Leilani Pallen, Shree Patel, Aaditya Guptaa, Young-Jun Jang,
Hannah Scott, Savana V. Manglona, Ari Pascarella, Sri H. Rallabandhi, Michelle Endo, Keith
Reinbolt, Mariella Manzo, Bridget McDonagh, Jennifer Thresher, Mariam Azhar, Ismail Desouki,
Lena Ghamrawi, Melanie Han Zhao, Alven Cheng, Tevita Tapavalu, Shizuka Tiernan, Somer
Aitchison, Sanket Jani, Ngia-Piotr Le, Dion Roa, Jashi Tsering, Antonia Porter, Mansheel Singh
Rajpal, Antoinette Siu, Malachi Garff, Emily Alvarado, Alex Javad, Vanessa G. Pulido, Timaj Siraj,
Erin Marie McMullen, Ana Kostova, Yumna Bahgat, Irene Chen, Hoang-Anh Nguyen—and many
more.

[Additional room for signatures, quotes, photos and all]
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5. As the sun is our source of energy, humans are our foundation and source for
universal human agreement. To ensure operational integrity and optimal service for
all, the project is grounded in uniquely solid, essential human agreements, as
well as integrally with all of our political, economic, religious, national and myriad
profoundly cherished diversities. Relationships between all humans and our world of
diversities are deepened in service through the project’s mutually ensured security
and incomparable benefits for all. Further, the project serves to uplift all individual
and united humans, diverse institutions, groupings and identities on Earth.
6. Project initiatives and operations are underway for examining, detailing and ensuring
our most essential and highest priority benefits. Through agreement-inspired
conversations and searching inquiry, we unveil truest, highest aspirations, realizing
ever rising and unexpected benefits. In nature, we are Intrinsically endowed for
fulfilling our security and wholeness priorities. Furthermore, these benefits open for
us all heretofore unimagined global celebrations and discoveries, releasing
deepening joy and consummate goodness, that is, in nature, our truest destiny.
7. The Human Unity Project is dedicated to ensuring the security and optimizing the
wholeness of all lives and environments on Earth. The project is launching novel,
unprecedented solutions designed to meet the most pressing, imperative challenges
before us. The solutions include universal human agreement, releasing our
conversations and communications from obsolescing, needless disagreements. In
turn, our foundational agreements facilitate robust, deepening inquiries, inspire
unitive human projections and plans, generate synergistic operations, release
quantum levels of support, funding and benefits, rising to consummate goodness
throughout all of our lives and environments.
8. The project seeks $85,000 seed funding for parlaying full-fledged funding. Parlaying
our resources will defray project expenses while realizing quantum global net
savings, estimated at some $1.5 trillion yearly. (Estimates are revised from
www.HumanUnity.org.) Reference the Human Unity Summary and Pro Forma
Budget on the Main Menu of our website, as well as a broad spectrum of related
information. Even very modest funding/your vital support can introduce
investors and benefactors to this project.
Please contribute and/or help us make these contacts!
For further budget information, contact us at the addresses below.
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9. Consider an astonishing paradox: Though we are humans, we do not actually live as humans.
As long as we do not live as humans, but live only out of our myriad secondary identities, we
cannot even conceive of, let alone realize, life as it so richly could be lived—and indeed must
have been lived by our forebears. Indeed, were this not true, we humans might not have survived
in the first place! Apparently, only by living as humans can we achieve the requisite security,
wholeness, love, joy and goodness which would make our continued existence possible.
So why can’t we live as humans? Is it necessary to play out the alternative—living in a
climate of mutual threat and fear? Or can we bring the delight, the magnificence of life and the
power of love to the fore? By living from a simple human focus, synergized with our diverse foci,
our lives as humans will become the majestic core of our existence, transforming the everyday
into the extraordinary. Then there is no longer a question of being “only human” or “all too
human,” or referring to “human nature” disparagingly. The human frontier is rife with
transformative possibilities that we can scarcely fathom . . . if even a tiny fraction of this planet’s
inhabitants were to act synergistically, on behalf of humans and integrally for diverse institutions
and entities, the world would be forever transformed beyond our wildest hopes and dreams.
10. For all the countless troubled and destitute lives on Earth, now and throughout all untold
polarized culture, at last we can rise to the innate goodness of all our lives. Human agreement,
integrity, wholeness and love are among our key endowments for realizing our life prospects.
Finally, we are grounded in our true inheritance—as humans. With our agreements unexpectedly
practical and relationships essential and inspiring, our lives will dawn upon a joyous whole. Our
lives become primed to parlay to heights beyond all experience and known history. It is our
unique nature and boundless inheritance which promise to lift us beyond our species’ epochal,
polarized live. Ours is a world on the verge of release to every priority and opportunity. We are
truly destined to rise to every glorious magnificence that our lives can create. Indeed, Human
Unity is our singular engine of agreement, supreme practicality and universally beneficent
opportunity for all of our lives and environments.

Power for the Consummate Joy and Good of All on Earth
Your questions, critiques and suggestions for Human Unity
are invaluable—for each and all on Earth.
May we cherish and ensure our future, and all children’s in
ways that work best for you and all posterity.
We share and foster your grandest hopes and dreams!
Please contact us at the addresses below.
Eugene A. Haggerty, Founder
World Public Forum* and Human Unity Project
P.O Box 12068, San Francisco, CA 94112 USA
Cell: 415.533.9849

www.HumanUnity.org
humanunity@humanunity.org
Telephone: 415.586.0898
Fax: 415.333.1995

*a California 501 (c) (3) tax-deductible, public benefit association
© World Public Forum. All rights reserved.
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Share the Human Unity Project
with Resourceful Friends and Colleagues!
How can one possibly generate the innate goodness inherent within all 7 billion humans? It
begins with you, your friends and colleagues, and their friends and colleagues. We all live within
a world of boundless synergistic resourcefulness—a resourcefulness that goes exponential
each time our natural potential as individual and united humans becomes recognized and freed
by a new population of thinking humans.
If you are ready for the grandest of all developments on Earth—of all humans investing and
harvesting to the full in all of our lives and the world we share—no doubt you also know and
have caring friends and colleagues equally ready for the world’s most astonishing opportunity.
And each of your friends, in turn, may know of others who harbor such dreams—and who can
make their own unique and essential contribution. Imagine the sweep of expertise, influence
and resources you—and those you know—can launch upon the world!
Wanted: Benefactors, Resource People, Developers, and anyone who wishes to
contribute to the Human Unity Project conversation and benefit for all
Whether this describes you, or your friends and colleagues, or people you may already know
whose most profound dream is to live in a world where everyone benefits—we invite you to
leverage your insights, resources, and depth of caring for each and all of us in ways that are
most effective.
You are more than welcome to share with us your own thoughts, expertise and financial
resources for accomplishing Human Unity. Human Unity is a project we all own and will come to
esteem. Treat it like it makes all the difference in your world—for the kind of world and life you
would love to live in.

World Public Forum*
Contact: Eugene A. Haggerty
.PO Box 12068, San Francisco, CA 94112 USA
Website: www.HumanUnity.org  Email: humanunity@humanunity.org
Tel: 1.415.586.0898  1.415.661.9980  Cell: 415.533,9849  Fax: 1.415.333.1995
*California 501 (c)(3) tax-deductible, public benefit association
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